What?
Uniform, unambiguous incident classification framework

Why?
- exchange of statistics
- distributed trend analyses
- incident handling
- ?

How?
The incident description object

When?
First version planned by the end of June

Who?
- Rob McMillan
- Andrew Cormack
- Yuri Demchenko
- Jan Meijer
- ???

Issues
- Extensible
- Minimize lingual/other confusion
- Usability
- Unambiguous
- Purpose included in object
- ???

Criteria for attributes

- Essential for incident handling/statistics exchange
- Evidence of use and utility
- No attributes that can be derived from others
- OBJECT

An Example

INCIDENT {

access: (Confidential, Trusted teams, Public, ??)
purpose: (Active incident handling, Statistics, ??)

what:

how:

where: ??

when:

experimental: {}

private: {}

}